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Abstract ─ Theory and experiment of spherical
aperture-coupled antennas with parasitic elements
are presented in this paper. Current distributions
on slot and conformal patches are calculated using
spatial domain electric and magnetic Dyadic
Green's Functions (DGFs). Electromagnetic fields
for such a structure have been calculated with the
aid of linear Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG)
triangular basis functions and by converting
spherical DGFs to Cartesian DGFs. In order to
validate the proposed method, a prototype of this
antenna is fabricated and tested. The effect of
parasitic element on antenna characteristics such
as gain and radiation pattern is investigated. Good
agreement between the results shows accuracy and
high convergence speed of the presented method.
Index Terms - Dyadic Green’s function, parasitic
element, spherical aperture-coupled antennas,
spherical to Cartesian transformation of DGFs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Aperture-coupled antennas have been
investigated theoretically and experimentally over
past decade. In such an antenna feed region is
isolated from radiating region of the antenna due
to the existence of ground plane. This property
results in wide impedance matching and optimal
array performance and shields the antenna
elements from spurious radiation emitted by the
feed line and RF devices [1-3].
Antennas mounted on multilayer spherical
structures have been studied in recent years.
Circular polarization can be achieved by proper
design of these antennas which are suitable for
satellite base stations and Line of Sight (LOS)
applications [4-5]. There are several methods to
analyze spherical antennas. Analysis methods

based on Green's functions are more precise and
faster [6-8]. In [9], a generalized method for the
analysis of microstrip antennas placed on or
embedded in multilayer hemispheres has been
presented by using corresponding full-wave
equivalent circuits. A hemispherical Dielectric
Resonator Antenna (DRA) fed by a coaxial probe
has been studied theoretically and experimentally
in [10]. Both delta gap and magnetic frill source
models have been considered to obtain the probe
current from which the input impedance of the
DRA has been calculated. Many investigations
have been reported concerning DRAs located
above slotted conducting plates [11-12]. The slot
can be excited by a coaxial probe or through a
microstrip line below the aperture. The existence
of parasitic element improves impedance
characteristics, directs antenna radiation patterns
and reduces side lobes levels of patterns [13]. The
use of a parasitic element in a DRA perturbs
electromagnetic fields and excites two nearly
degenerate orthogonal modes resulting in circular
polarization [5].
In this paper, a multilayer spherical aperturecoupled antenna with a parasitic element is
investigated. Due to the existence of spherical
ground plane, the proposed antenna occupies less
space in comparison with a DRA above a Perfect
Electric Conductor (PEC) sheet. Current
distribution on the narrow slot fed symmetrically
by a coaxial probe is obtained by using modematching method and spatial domain Green's
functions. Mutual couplings between slot and
conformal antennas are calculated using scattering
coefficients of magnetic DGFs of a multilayer
sphere. A new approach is presented to convert
spherical DGFs to Cartesian ones which is applied
in calculation of electromagnetic fields inside and
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outside the antenna. The radiating elements are
meshed with linear triangles. The effect of
conformal patches on the slot is developed and the
input impedance and radiation patterns of such an
antenna are evaluated. A prototype is fabricated
and tested and the measurement results are
compared with those obtained from the proposed
method.
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of the slot. As this method is reported in details in
[15], it will not be repeated here.

II. THEORY

Figure 1 shows a spherical multilayer
aperture-coupled antenna. Radiating elements may
be of any arbitrary shape. Circular elements are
preferred here due to their homogenous current
distributions which result in lower side lobes
levels in antenna radiation patterns. Each layer has
permittivity and permeability of εi , µi,
respectively. The conducting spherical core (layer
4) is modeled by ε4→∞, µ4→0 in order for the
propagation constant to be finite [14]. Full-wave
analysis of this antenna is performed by using
electric and magnetic DGFs of a four-layer sphere.
The analysis based on DGFs and Method of
Moments (MoM) has more calculation speed and
accuracy in comparison with simulator packages.
Simulator packages are highly dependent on
meshing the structure, probe modeling and the size
of radiation box. These limitations are not
encountered
in
the
presented
analysis.
Convergence speed of multilayer spherical DGFs
is related to the radii of spheres and permittivities
of layers. More spherical harmonic terms should
be considered for greater radii and permittivities.
A. Analysis of Conformal Aperture-Coupled
Antenna with Parasitic Element
Full-wave analysis of this antenna is
performed by first investigating the effect of the
rectangular slot by using the approach presented in
[15]. Afterward, mutual couplings between the slot
and conformal radiating elements are computed by
using scattering DGFs of a four-layer sphere. The
rectangular narrow slot can be analyzed using
mode-matching method in spatial domain [15].
Based on the equivalence principle, magnetic
current in the slot (Ms) is modeled by a 2Ms
magnetic current over a whole sphere.
A delta gap source is used to model the
excitation current. For a slot located between air
and dielectric medium, as shown in Fig. 1,

ke  ( r  1) / 2 k0 is the effective wave number

Fig. 1. Spherical aperture-coupled antenna with
parasitic element.
A coaxial probe can be used to excite the slot.
In this case, feed position affects the input
impedance of the antenna. Regarding the input
impedance diagram of the slot, the resonance
frequency of the slot can be distinguished from
those of the sphere due to high quality factor
resonancesSpherical
of the sphere.
If the slot is excited from
PEC
its center, its second harmonic response does not
affect the input Shell
impedance and subsequently the
resonance frequencies of the sphere [15].
After calculating the magnetic current in the
slot, magnetic fields (H) on radiating elements are
derived by using magnetic DGFs. The electric
surface currents on these elements are computed
from J s  n  H , where n is the normal vector to
the surface of the sphere. Magnetic field due to Ms
in the slot is carried out by using the following
expression:

H(r, ,)   j 

f

( fs )
M

 G

.Ms (r(r, ,)) ds. (1)

s

r ( r ,  ,  ) and r ( r ,  ,  ) refer to field and
source vectors, respectively. The surfaces of patch
antenna and parasitic element are meshed by linear
triangles in order to calculate current distributions.
Vector currents are assigned on common edges
between plus and minus triangles based on RWG
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method [16]. The centers of triangles are used to
( fs )
M

compute G . Magnetic field of a conformal
antenna can be calculated with good approximation
by applying 3-point Gauss-Legendre integration.
Equations of the required magnetic DGFs are
presented in appendix1. The double summation in
the spherical DGFs can be reduced to an
expression with only a single summation by using
the following relation [17]:
n
( n  m )!
Pn (cos  )    2   m0 
(2)
( n  m )!
m0
 Pnm (cos  ) Pnm (cos  ) cos  m (   )  ,

where cos   cos  cos   sin  sin   cos(   ) .
This technique increases the convergence speed of
DGFs. In the analysis of the studied antenna, the
first 25 terms in the summation are considered
regarding the size and dielectric constants of
layers. Dimensions of the spherical aperturecoupled antenna with radiating elements are given
in Table 1.
Table 1: Dimensions of the spherical aperturecoupled antenna with radiating elements
PEC sphere radius
50 mm
Layer 2 (εr=1) thickness

20 mm

Layer 3 (εr=2.33) thickness

0.8 mm

Rectangular slot
Conformal patch antenna

3 mm*20 mm
0    Patch  20.3

Parasitic element

0    Parasitic  7 

The input impedance of the antenna is affected
by the loading of conformal radiating elements
above the slot. However, the fundamental excited
mode in the slot is not changed (i.e. TE10 mode,
assuming a narrow slot) and the direction of the
electric field vector is transverse to the width of
the slot. It can be shown that the parasitic element
has negligible effect on the current distribution of
conformal patch. Therefore, it is sufficient to take
into account the loading effects of patch and
parasitic element on the slot in the computation of
the input impedance. In this case, electric field in
the slot (layer 3) can be computed after calculating
Js1 and Js2 which are current distributions on
parasitic element and patch antenna, respectively.
Then considering E(3) as the electric field in the
slot due to Js1 and Js2, the coupled magnetic

current in the slot is calculated by using
M 1s   n  E (3) , in which:
E ( 3)

 G (31)

E .J s 1 ( r  ) ds  
 

s
 , (3)
  j   3
)
 G (32

 
  E .J s 2 ( r ) ds 
 s

(31)

(32)

where G E and G E
[18].

have been presented in

B. Spherical to Cartesian Transformation of
DGFs
In order to obtain electromagnetic field
components, multiplication of DGFs and current
element vector components is required in the same
coordinates. If the conformal antenna surface is
divided into curvilinear triangles as shown in Fig.
2 (a), θ and φ components of the current vector are
considered which are in harmony with spherical
components of DGFs [15]. However choosing
curvilinear meshing in general can be complicated
as compared with linear triangular meshing
considered in this paper. As current vectors on
common edges of linear meshes have Cartesian
components, a new approach for dyad and vector
multiplication is presented in this paper. Since Jφ
and Jθ are different in each point of the edge such
as Vx shown in Fig. 2(b), non-unique vectors are
resulted from conversion of a current vector V
from Cartesian to spherical coordinates.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Curvilinear triangle, (b) Linear triangle.
The drawback stated above can be greatly
reduced by employing the centers of the field and
source triangles in spherical coordinates. Since
there are unique transformations of vectors from
spherical to Cartesian coordinates, conversion of a
spherical dyad to a Cartesian dyad can be exactly
implemented. As an example the conversion
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ˆˆ component of a spherical dyad is
equation of rr
extracted as follows:
ˆ ˆ  (sin  f cos  f xˆ  sin  f sin  f yˆ  cos  f zˆ )
rr
(sin  s cos  s xˆ  sin  s sin  s yˆ  cos  s zˆ ) ,

(4)

in which subscripts f and s refer to field and source
points, respectively. Accordingly each spherical
( fs )

DGFs ( G 1 ) can be converted to Cartesian DGFs
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the slot. Due to the thin substrate, the whole
dielectric over PEC sphere can be modeled by a
partial dielectric under patch antenna. A circular
parasitic element is located above the patch by
using a spacer material of unit relative
permittivity. The implemented aperture-coupled
antenna is shown in Fig. 3.

( fs )

( G 2 ). Relations between Cartesian and spherical
components are presented in appendix 2. The
electric field vector can be expressed as:
E (Cartesian)  j f G (Cartesian). J(Cartesian) (r) ds. (5)


s

Using this approach is efficient when a vector is
requested as the output of an antenna problem
solution. Therefore, all Ex, Ey, Ez components of
electric field can be calculated to determine near
and far field radiation patterns of an antenna. Farfield components can be calculated by integrating
over the multiplication of the current of each
source element and its corresponding DGFs and
using the superposition principle. The 20 first
(11)

(12)

terms in the summation of G E and G E are used
to calculate electric fields due to Js1 and Js2,
respectively. It should be mentioned that the
algebraic conversion of nine spherical dyads to
Cartesian ones requires very low time and memory
(about 0.001 times the memory and time taken by
calculation of 20 spherical harmonics terms for
such an antenna structure). It takes about 9
minutes to compute E- or H-planes radiation
patterns (with 60 divisions of θ) with a Core 2
Quad @ 2.86 GHz processor. The proposed
method has more calculation speed in comparison
with the CAD simulator packages and can be
utilized in analysis of various spherical antennas
such as a probe fed spherical microstrip antenna
with radial current components.

III. RESULTS

(a)

In order to validate the proposed method, a
prototype of an aperture-coupled antenna with a
parasitic element is fabricated and tested. A
3mm*20mm slot is cut on a 5cm radius PEC
sphere and is excited at its center through a 20cm
RG-58U coaxial cable of 50Ω characteristic
impedance. A circular patch has been made from a
RT/duroid 5870 substrate of 0.8mm thickness and
with a relative permittivity of 2.33 located above

(b)
Fig. 3. Prototype of the spherical aperture-coupled
antenna; (a) slotted PEC shell, (b) patch antenna
with parasitic element.
The conformal patch antenna has been divided
into 100 triangles yielding 140 common edges and
the parasitic element has been divided into 36
triangles leading to 48 common edges. Figure 4
demonstrates the input impedance obtained from
analytical solution and the measurement of the
antenna. The E- and H-planes radiation patterns of
the antenna are measured at 3.1GHz and are
shown in Fig. 5. As it can be noticed, directed
patterns with low side lobes levels are achieved
from this antenna. Good agreement between the
results of the proposed method and measurement
is obtained. An efficiency of 87% at 3.1GHz has
been obtained which is measured by Bluetest
reverberation chamber. Figure 6 illustrates the
antenna gain with and without the parasitic
element. An increase in antenna gain is notable
with the presence of the parasitic element. As
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shown in Fig. 7, parasitic element makes antenna
radiation patterns more directive but it increases
cross polarization radiations. The latter is because
of electromagnetic fields perturbation due to the
existence of parasitic element.
220
Measurement
Present Computation

200
180

method with those of the measurement. Directive
radiation patterns and low side lobes levels are
some specific features of this antenna. The effect
of the parasitic element on radiation patterns and
gain of the antenna has been shown. An
improvement is achieved in antenna gain and
directivity due to the existence of the parasitic
element.
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Fig. 4. Input impedance of the proposed antenna;
(a) Resistance, (b) Reactance.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an efficient full-wave method
has been presented to analyze spherical aperturecoupled patch antenna with parasitic element.
Spatial domain DGFs in conjunction with MoM
have been used in the analysis. Coupling effects
between the patches and the slot have been
investigated. In this method, electromagnetic
fields vectors at entire medium have been
computed by meshing the antenna into linear
triangles in Cartesian coordinates and converting
equations of dyads from spherical to Cartesian
coordinates. Robustness and accuracy of the
proposed method have been validated by
comparing the results obtained from the proposed
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(b)
Fig. 5. Radiation patterns of the aperture-coupled
antenna with parasitic element; (a) E-Plane, (b) H-Plane.
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Confromal Antenna without Parasitic Element
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Fig. 6. Gain of the aperture-coupled antenna with
and without parasitic element.

V. APPENDIX1
Magnetic DGFs ( G M ) can be computed by
using G E in [18] and the duality theorem. For the
present antenna (Fig. 1), the scattering components
of magnetic field in conformal radiating elements
(layers 1, 2) due to the slot (layer 3) can be
obtained by using the magnetic current source in
layer s=3 and considering the centers of triangles
conformed in layers f=1,2 as field points.
(13)
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(b)
Fig. 7. Co- and cross-polar radiation (H-plane); (a)
f=3.1GHz, (b) f=3.2GHz.
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n

(A1)

2n  1 (n  m)!

   2    n (n  1) (n  m)!
n 0 m 0

0
m

 aM23M(2)

e mn ( k f ) M e mn ( k3 )
o
o


(2)
 bM23M(2)
e mn ( k f ) M e mn ( k3 ) 
o
o


23 (2)
 aN N e mn (k f ) N e mn (k3 ) 
o
o


(A2)
(2)
 bN23N(2)


e mn ( k f ) N e mn ( k3 )


o
o
  23
,
cM M eo mn (k f ) M oe mn(k3 ) 
 23

(2)
 d M M eo mn (k f ) M eo mn (k3 ) 
 23

cN N eo mn (k f ) N oe mn (k3 )

 23

(2)
 d N N eo mn (k f ) N oe mn (k3 ) 
where  m0 is the Kronecker delta, ki is the
propagation constant in i-th layer M, N and are
orthogonal Eigen vectors in spherical coordinates
with properties explained in [7]. The spherical
Bessel or Hankel functions are of the second kind.
Dyadic coefficients (aM,N , bM,N , cM,N , dM,N) can be
computed by using the duality theorem.

VI. APPENDIX2

The components of the transformed spherical
DGFs ( G1( f s ) ) to Cartesian DGFs ( G (2 f s ) ) are
expressed as follow:
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 Grr Gr Gr 
Gxx Gxy Gxz 


( f s) 
( f s) 
G1 G r G G  G2 Gyx Gyy Gyz  (A3)
Gr G G 
Gzx Gz y Gzz 




Gxx  Gr r sin f cos f sins coss
 Gr sin f cos f coss coss  Gr sin f cos f sin s
G r cos f cos f sins coss  G r sin f sins coss

(A4)

G cos f cos f coss coss  G cos f cos f sins
G sin  f coss coss  G sin  f sin s
Gx y  Gr r sin f cos f sins sin s
 Gr sin f cos f coss sin s  Gr  sin  f cos f coss
G r cos f cos f sins sin s  G r sin  f sin s sin s

(A5)

G cos f cos f coss sin s  G cos f cos f coss
G sin  f coss sin s  G sin  f cos s

Gx z  Gr r sin  f cos  f coss  Gr  sin  f cos  f sin s
G r cos f cos  f coss  G r sin  f coss

(A6)

G cos f cos  f sin s  G sin  f sin s
Gy x  Gr r sin  f sin  f sin s cos s
 Gr sin  f sin  f coss cos s  Gr sin  f sin  f sin s
G r cos f sin  f sin  s cos s  G r cos  f sin s cos s

(A7)

G cos f sin  f coss cos s  G cos f sin  f sin s
G cos  f coss cos s  G cos  f sin s
Gy y  Gr r sin  f sin  f sin  s sin s
 Gr sin  f sin  f coss sin s  Gr  sin  f sin  f cos s
G r cos f sin  f sin  s sin s  G r cos  f sin  s sin s

(A8)

G cos f sin  f coss sin s  G  cos f sin  f cos s
G cos  f coss sin s  G cos  f cos s

Gy z  Gr r sin  f sin  f coss  Gr sin  f sin  f sin s
G r cos f sin  f coss  G r cos  f coss

(A9)

G cos f sin  f sin s  G cos  f sin s
Gz x  Gr r cos  f sin s cos s  Gr  cos  f sin s

 Gr  cos  f cos s cos s  G r sin  f sin s cos s (A10)
G  sin  f cos s cos s  G  sin  f sin s

Gz y  Gr r cos  f sin s sin s  Gr  cos f cos s
 Gr cos f cos s sin s  G r sin  f sin s sin s (A11)
G sin  f cos s sin s  G  sin  f cos s

Gz z  Gr r cos f cos s  Gr  cos  f sin s
G r sin  f cos s  G  sin  f sin  s

(A12)
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